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1 
The invention relates to methods of repairing 

well structures. It more particularly concerns a 
method of making repairs to a well liner or 
casing. 
In the construction of deep wells, it is usual to 

case the bore with pipe which extends from the 
top of the well to a rock or other dense consol 
idated formation not requiring support to pre 
vent caving or sloughing. An inner casing or 
liner is then run into the well through the cased 
bore to the production stratum. Opposite the 
production stratum, the casing or liner is usually 
perforated to permit passage of oil into the well. 
These inner casings or liners sometimes become 
damaged, the damage being confined, often 
times, to only a small portion leaving most of the 
liner intact. Such damage may result from the 
application of an excessive longitudinal tension 
or compression stress, as in pulling a liner-for 
example, which may cause the liner to part at 
some point in the well. Liners are sometimes 
damaged in treating Wells with chemical solu 
tions introduced under pressure through the 
liner as when excessive treating pressures are 
used which causes the liner to burst. Liners or 
casings thus damaged present a diflicult problem 
of repair. 

Accordingly, it is the principal object of the 
invention to provide a simple and effective 
method of making repairs to casings or liners 
in a deep well. 
Other objects and advantages will appear from 

the accompanying drawing and following de 
scription setting forth a preferred mode of carry 
ing out the invention, such mode illustrating, 
however. but one of the various ways in which 
the principle of the invention may be practiced. 
In the said drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section through a por 

tion of a well bore partly cased and having a 
liner therein with a break below the casing; 

Fig. 2 is a similar View of the well with the 
portion of the liner above the break removed, 
and showing the well prepared for- the repair 
operation; _ 

Fig. 3 is a similar view of the well showing 
initial stages of making a liner repair accord 
ing to the invention; > 

Fig. 4 is a similar view of the well showing 
subsequent stages in the liner~ repair operation; 

Fig. 5 is a similar view of the well showingl 
a completed repair. v 
As shown in the drawing, wherein like nu 

merals refer to like parts in the several ñgures, 
the upper portion of the well bore I is cased` 
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with pipe 2 which extends above the ground 
level 3, the space between the pipe and the 
well bore being ñlled with cement 4. The cas 
ing is equipped with a head 5 and a pipe con 
nection 6 having a valve 1 for controlling the 
ñow of fluid into or out of the casing. Passing 
through the casing head 5 into the well is a 
liner 8, which is shown as having'been dam 
aged, the damage being indicated by a parting 
at 9 disconnecting the upper portion I0 from 
the lower portion II. 
In Fig. 2, the well has been put under hy 

drostatic control by a column of drilling mud 
I2 and the upper portion of the liner string 
above the break 9 has been removed. 

 In Fig. 3, an upper portion I3 of liner is shown 
in the well, the liner being provided with a reà 
movable head 22, and a pipe connection 23 with 
a valve 24. The lower end I4 of the liner is 
joined by a collar I5 to a cylindrical member 
I6, larger than the liner, the big end I1 of which 
is adapted to slip over the upstanding end II 
of the lower portion of the original liner. 
1n carrying out a repair operation, according 

 to the invention, the portion I0 of the liner 
above the break 9 is removed from the well. 
This may be accomplished in the usual way, as 
by withdrawal through the casing head. In 
order to retain hydrostatic control of the well, 
it may be filled, if necessary, with drilling mud 
I2 or other suitable ñuid which does not readily 
seep into the surrounding earth, as shown in 
Fig.'2. 
The cylindrical member I6 is secured to the 

lower end I4 of a liner string by means of a 
collar I5 (the withdrawn portion of the liner 
being used ‘if desired), the cylindrical member 
beingV adapted to slip over the upstanding end 
II of the lower portion of the liner in the well, 
and the assembly is lowered into the well until 
the cylindrical member receives the upstanding 
end of the liner. A cylindrical member may be 
used which leaves annular spaces I8 and I9 
between the cylindrical member I6, the liner II 
in the well hole and the well hole I, respectively. 
A fluid sealing compound which adheres to 

Aand makes a tight seal with the surface of the 
metal pipe when set is then introduced into 
.the annular spaces I8 and I9 in amount suffi 
cient to ñll the bore 'from about the lower end 
20 of the cylindrical member to the upper end 
2I thereof and the’ annular space I8. The tight 
ness of the seal produced between the inside of 
the cylindrical member and the'outside of the 
upper end of the lower portion of the liner de 
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pends largely upon the choice of sealing mate 
rial. I have found that by using partially con 
densed mixtures of phenol and formaldehyde 
or other resin-forming liquids capable of trans 
formation into solid resins without significant 
contraction in volume are suitable. An example 
of a resin-forming liquid is the following: 
Mix 40 parts vby ’weight of phenol with V50 

parts by weight of an aqueous solution of for 
maldehyde containing 37 per cent by volume 
of formaldehyde and add thereto 1.35 parts by 
weight of sodium hydroxide. The resultingfso 
lution is then heated for 6 hours at a temper 
ature cf between ’75° to 80°'~C.:and .becomes a 
clear amber liquid. This clear Vliquid is then ' 
mixed with 15 per cent by volume of a catalyst 
consisting of 40 per cent vby >volume 4of r 95 per 
cent ethyl alcohol and 60 per cent by volumeßf 
concentrated (36 per cent by volume) hydro 
chloric acid. The resin-forming liquid mixture 
so >formed remains a pumpable "fluid forlabout 
40 minutes but gradually changes so that it 
becomes a solid resin insoluble in oil or`water 
within about '12 hours. The mixture Yso -pre 
pared is introduced into fthe well while~in`the - 
pumpable state. 

Spotting the «sealing compound ~ at the -desired 
places may be accomplished-by openingthe valve 
'I and introducing yiirst a >quantity of water, Vif 
desired. into'the upper end of ythe liner I'Sthrough 
valve 2A so as to ñush off mud ’fromëthersurface 
of the pipe «and then a travelling plug,~‘such v-as 
a conventional cementing plug, making a=sliding 
sealing 'i‘lt with-the insideof thelinen'the liner 
head 22 being removed to »admit the plugan‘d « 
then'replaced. The requisite» volume cfliiuid seal 
ing compound, prepared -Ias -above- or otherwise, 
is then introduced into vvtheïliner‘behind theïñrs‘t 
plug ̀ and after the charge of sealing ~compound 
is vin the liner Ã`a `second cementing plug-fis in 
serted in the'liner in'the‘same‘mannercas the 
ñrst'plug just behindtlie'sealing compound. `A 
pressuring‘liquid, such as water, is Afnext'intro 
duced behind the second'plug =so:as`to'forcelthe 
two-plugs and thecharge of sealing compound ' , 
contained between v"them down the liner to `the 
cylindrical member> while a, ̀ corresponding volume 
of mud fiuid, thereby displaced, is ̀ permitted 'to 
escape from the'valve >'I »as‘shown in YFig. 3. `>In 
this view, the spotting operation isfshown asihav- n' 
ing'reached'the-stage where the îñrst plugi25lhas 
come to rest against .the-upstanding end25 o'f 
the liner I I and the charge of sealing fluid 221, 
which is about to enterlthe annularfspace’il'ß, is 
separated from the pressuring fluid 28`fby 1the 
second plug 29. Y 

The introduction of pressuring fluid'isrcontin 
ued until the :second plug A29 comes rto 'rest on 
theñrst plugt25,.assshown.in Fig.`4, and the seal 
ing compound is displaced into theannular spaces 
`I8 and i9 between thelevels '30 andî'3l. Passage 
‘of the sealing compoundinto the'lower portion 
of the well below‘theicylindrical memberf is .pre 
vented >by v>the iiuid » (mud) :column ‘ 32 Ithereinfas 
shown. A corresponding »volume ‘of i'luid'escapes 
through valve “I lasthesealingiìuid is :displaced 
intoîthe‘aforesaid:spaces,-"andawhenfthe'îdisplace 
mentis complete, the valve'lis 'closed v'and the 
well maintained underpressure, if necessaryfto 
keep ¿the sealing‘compound-in place'whileîit‘fsets I 
toa solidmass. 

After Athe sealing compound‘has vsetfthe ̀ Vhead 
'22 yis removed from the topof íithe liner andthe 
:bore clearedby ̀drilling a rpassageifrom' thezupp‘er 
portion 1 I 3 to :the ' lower lportion l I ïo'f .theflinen 
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leaving the bore of the liner unobstructed as in 
Fig. 5 and the annular spaces I 8 and I9 sealed 
with solid set sealing compound. 
Although the preferred mode of operation, just 

described, employs two travelling or cementing 
plugs, one above and the other below the column 
of sealing compound, it will be apparent that in 
:some instances the useiof either the upper or the 
lower, or both, plugs may be dispensed with, as 
rwhen the distance to be travelled by the sealing 
`compound is relatively short, i. e. when the cylin 
drical member is not far below ground, or when 
some mixing of the sealing compound with the 
fluid displaced by‘ittand with the pressuring iiuid 
v‘is not objectionable. In dispensing with both 
plugs, the mode of operation is as follows: After 
ñlling; if necessary, the liner and casing with some 
liquid,.such as oil, water, or drilling mud, as pre 
viously described, the requisite quantity of seal 
ing compound may be-introduced into the liner 
lstring 1I 3 and then thepressuring fluid which is 
introduced behind-the sealing compound. The 
introduction-of pressuring'fluid is continued while 
venting the casing through valve ‘I until a suffi 
cient volume has been‘intro'duced to ñll the liner 
string 'to the top of 'the cylindrical member I6, 
thereby moving'the 'sealing compound into >the 
cylindrical member and the annular space I9 
around the overshot. The sealing compound is 
then maintained in position until set, as by clos 
ing the casing and the liner string valves 'I and 24, 
respectively, After the sealing compound has 
had time to hardengthehead 22 is removed and 
the liner string cleared, if necessary, ofîsetseal 
ing‘compound, by boring a passage from the up 
per to the lower section of the string, leaving‘an 
annulus I8'of’set sealing compound between the 
outside of the’upstanding 'end II of the liner 
and the inside of the cylindrical member. In 
carrying Í`out‘the process vwith'but one plug, the 
`operation is the'same'as that just described with 
`outplugs, except' that one plug is introduced into 
the liner lstring either ahead of or >behind the 
charge lof `sealing compound. 
’In its' broader aspects, then, lthe invention con 

templates the Arepair 'of a 'casing 4or liner either 
with or without the use of travelling plugs to 
separate the sealing compound from the fluid 
above'and’below it "as ‘the sealing compound‘is 
moved into position’in thewell. 
In actual use of this method in a deep well in 

making-a repair-of a'51/2 inch liner,'which split 
ata depthf‘of 2750'feet dueito the application of 
an .excessive pressure (4200 p.'s. i.) , a strong pres 

 vsure ̀ tight seal was obtained which withstood a 
waterpressure test Vof I900,p..s..i. between the 
inside'and outside of the liner at the depth of 
the repair. 

I claim: Y 

L‘The method of repairing albreak in -a liner 
in a deep well which comprises Ywithdrawing from 
the well the portion ofthe liner above. the ‘break 
so as‘to .leave ̀ the remainder ofthe liner with 
severed ‘end upstanding in the well, attaching ,a 
cylindrical member larger than the liner tolthe 
lower endfofa‘lineristring,.said cylindrical mem 
ber‘being `~adapted v~to slip `over the'upstanding 
end of the liner in the well, ,loweringithe said 
liner Ystring 'with the attached l‘cylindrical mem 
ber'intotheswell so‘as >to place the 'cylindrical 
member over the upstanding ̀ end of lthe liner, 
.introducing into the annular spaces between the 
cylindrical member, the >`liner in >the Vweiland 
the well :hole =a >vfluid sealingl‘compound vcapaltil‘e 
offsetting 'to `-a Dsolid, 'and' after *the sealing 'com 
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pound has set forming an axial passage from the 
upper to the lower portion of the liner. 

2. The method of repairing a break in a liner 
in a deep well which comprises withdrawing from 
the well the portion of the liner above the break 
so as to leave the remainder of the liner with sev 
ered end upstandíng in the well, vattaching a 
cylindrical member larger than the liner to the 
lower end of a liner string, said cylindrical mem 
ber being adapted to slip over the upstanding end 
of the liner in the well, lowering the said liner 
string with the attached cylindrical member into 
the well so as to place the cylindrical member 
over the upstanding end of the liner, introduc 
ing into the liner string in the order named a 
quantity oi" a iluid sealing compound in amount 
at least suflicient to i'lll the Well hole for a depth 
equal to the length of the cylindrical member and 
then a pressuring liquid, continuing the intro 
duction of the pressuring liquid until an amount 
has been introduced suilicient to ñll the liner to 
the top of the cylindrical member, thereby dis 
placing the sealing compound from the liner 
string above the cylindrical member into the an 
nular spaces between the cylindrical member, the 
liner in the well and the well hole, permitting the 
sealing compound to set in situ so as to form a 
seal between the cylindrical member and the 
upstanding end of the liner inthe well, and after 
the sealing compound has set forming an axial 
passage from the upper to the lower portion of 
the liner. 

3. The method of repairing a break in a liner 
in a deep well which comprises withdrawing from 
the well the portion of the liner above the break 
so as to leave the remainder of the liner with 
severed end upstanding in the well, attaching a 
cylindrical member larger than the liner to the 
lower end of a liner string, said cylindrical mem 
ber being adapted to slip over the upstanding end 
of the liner in the well, lowering the said liner 
string with the attached cylindrical member into 
the well so as to place the cylindrical member 
over the upstanding end of the liner, introducing 
into the liner string in the order named a travel 
ling plug, a quantity of a fluid sealing compound 
in amount at least suilicient to fill the well hole 
for a depth equal to the length of the cylindrical 
member, and a pressuring fluid, continuing the 
introduction of the pressuring iluid until an 
amount has been introduced suiìcient to fill the 
liner to the top of the cylindrical member, there 
by displacing the sealing compound from the 
liner string above the cylindrical member into 
the annular spaces between the cylindrical mem 
ber, the liner in the well hole and the well hole 
permitting the sealing compound to set in situ 
so as to form a seal between the cylindrical mem 
ber and the upstanding end of the liner in the 
well, and after the sealing compound has set 
forming an axial passage from the upper to the 
lower portion of the liner. 

4. The method of repairing a break in a liner 
in a deep well which comprises withdrawing from 
the well the portion of the liner above the break 
so as to leave the remainder of the liner with 
severed end upstanding in the well, attaching a 
cylindrical member larger than the liner to the 
lower end of a liner string, said cylindrical mem 
ber being adapted to slip over the upstanding end 
of the liner in the well, lowering the said liner 
string with the attached cylindrical member into 
the well so as to place the cylindrical member 
over the upstanding end of the liner, introducing 
into the liner string in the order named a quan 

tity of a fluid sealing compound in amount at 
least suiiicient to lill the well hole for a depth 
equal to the length of the cylindrical member, 
a travelling plug, and a pressuring fluid, contin 
uing the introduction of the pressuring iluid until 
an amount has been introduced suflicient to ñll 

. the liner to the top of the cylindrical member, 
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thereby displacing the sealing compound from 
the liner string above the cylindrical member into 
the annular spaces between the cylindrical mem 
ber, the liner in the well hole and the well hole, 
permitting the sealing compound to set in situ 
so as to form a seal between the cylindrical mem 
ber and the upstanding end of the liner in the 
well, and then making an axial passage from the 
upper to the lower portion of the liner. 

5. The method of repairing a break in a liner 
in a deep well which comprises withdrawing from 
the well the portion of the liner above the break 
so as to leave the remainder of the liner with 
severed end upstanding in the well, attaching a 
cylindrical member larger than the liner to the 
lower end of a liner string, said cylindrical mem 
ber being adapted to slip over the upstanding end 
of the liner in the well, lowering the said liner 
string with the attached cylindrical member into 
the well so as to place the cylindrical member 
over the upstanding end of the liner, introducing 
into the liner string in the order named a iirst 
travelling plug, av quantity of a fluid sealing com 
pound in amount suilicient to fill the well hole 
for a depth at least equal to the length of the 
cylindrical member, a second travelling plug, and 
a pressuring liquid, continuing the introduction 
of pressuring liquid until the second travelling 
plug reaches the cylindrical member so as to dis 
place the iiuid sealing compound from the liner 
string into the annular spaces between the cylin 
drical member, the liner in the well and the well 
hole, permitting the fluid sealing compound to 
set in situ so as to form a seal between the cylin 
drical member and the upstanding end of the 
liner in the well, and then making an axial pas-vv 
sage from the upper to the lower portion of the 
liner. 

6. The method of repairing a break in a liner 
in a deep well which comprises withdrawing 
from the well the portion of the liner above the 
break so as to leave the remainder of the liner 
with severed end upstanding in the well, attach 
ing a cylindrical member larger than the liner 
to the lower end of a liner string, said cylindrical 
member being adapted to slip over the upstand 
ing end of the liner in the well, lowering the said 
liner string with the attached cylindrical member 
into the well so as to place the cylindrical mem 
ber over the upstanding end of the liner, ñlling 
the well and liner with a drilling mud so as to 
render the well hydrostatically controllable, in 
troducing into the liner string in the order named 
a quantity of water, a first travelling plug, a quan 
tity of a ñuid sealing compound in amount suñi 
cient to i’ill the well hole for a depth at least 
equal to the length of the cylindrical member, 
a second travelling plug, and a pressuring liquid, 
continuing the introduction of pressuring liquid 
until the second travelling plug reaches the cy 
lindrical member so as to displace the fluid seal 
ing compound from the liner string into the an 
nular spaces between the cylindrical member, 
the liner in the well hole and the well hole, per 
mitting the iluid sealing compound to set in situ 
so as to form a seal between the cylindrical mem 
ber and the upstanding end of the liner in the 
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“Wellfian‘dfithen‘nmaking ßan «"aiiial passage 'from 
thefupperf-toithe lower‘sportion of the liner. 
"57."The method-of repairingßalbreak» in a liner 

in -fa-“deep well 4iii/which comprises :withdrawing 
from thevwell'thefportionrof the liner- above the 
break so yas to"leavef‘theremainder ofthe liner 
»Withlseveredfend upstanding in the well, at- v 
taelring «aycylindricalv-mernber'larger than the 
yli-nerf-toftlfie lower-«'en'd of ̀a liner'string, said- ey 
li-ndrical member Vbeing adapted to slip over the 
upstandinglendfof the liner inA the well, lowering 
the said liner »string A»with ycvlindrical member 
intof‘the wellso as ‘to 'place the cylindrical lmem 
ber overftlie upstanding -end of the liner, iilling 
the «veli andflinerwith-a fdrilling mud so as to 
render the wellï-hydrostatieally controllable, in 
troducing into the liner string in the order named 
af‘quantity vof water, -a 'iirst travelling plug, a 
quantity‘of‘aresinàforming liquid capable of set 
ting to'asolid resin in amountsuñicient to ñll 
the-Wellhole ̀ for a -deptlr atleast equal to the 
length vof the cylindrical ïmernber, a `second 
travelling plug, anda pressuring liquid, eontinu~ 
ing ther-introduction Aof ,pressuring liquid until 
the second travelling plug reaches the cylindrical 
member so'as to >displace the resin-forming liq 
uid'from the liner string into the annular ,spaces 
between Vthe cylindrical member, the liner in 
the‘well‘and the vwellv hole, permitting the resin 
'forming liquid‘to set in situl sov as'to form a seal Y 
between the cylindricalrmember and the up 
standing‘end- of Ithe linerv in‘the welLand then 
makingwan'aXial/passageifrom the upper to the 
lower* portion of the _ liner. 

>v8.*Tlie* methody of‘repai'ring ̀ a ' break ̀ in a Vliner ` 
in Va ’deep Awell “which comprises withdrawing 
from the well vtlfiejlrnortion ofthe liner above‘the 
break so-‘asv to leave"the‘remainder of the liner 
with >severed ‘end `npstan'ding ’in the well, kat 
taching ~a cylindrical member larger >than the 
liner toïthe lower'en'd of aliner string, said cy 
lindrical member'being adapted to slip 'over the 
upstan‘ding'end‘of‘ the liner in' the well, lowering 
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the ysaid yliner =fstring1with fthe fattache'd cylin 
drical member into‘thewell so yas to place the 
cylindrical "rner-nber-fover‘V theT upstanding » end - Vof 
the liner, introducing intoE the' liner » string' in the 
order named -a > first ' travellingV plug, v a- quantity 

of a resinèforming»liquid~capable of setting toa 
solid'resinin-amount suiiioient to ñll the >well 
hole-for a depthv at least equal to the length of 
the cylindrical member, a‘seeond travelling plug, 
and a'pressuring'liquid, continuing the intro 
duction »of >pressuring liquid until the second 
travelling plug reaches the cylindrical member 
so Vas to displace tlfie resiniforming liquid from 
the linerv string into thev annular spaces between 
thehcylindrical member, the liner in the well >hole 
and the ̀ well hole,""permitting the resin-forming 
liquid toset in situ‘so'as to'forma seal between 
thev cylindrical-member and the upstanding end 
ofthe linerinthewell, and then making an 
axial passage‘from’the upper to the lowerv portion 
of the liner. 
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